Activity Sheet 1: Design and print of a persuasive slogan

Once you have chosen an important issue, think of an image and phrase which will encourage people to change their behaviour. You may want to draw your design on paper before turning it into a print using the instructions below:

How to make a print

You will need:

- A Styrofoam pizza base
- Scissors
- A sharp pencil or biro pen
- Poster paint
- A piece of cardboard
- A roller or paintbrush
- Newspaper/scrap paper
- Plain paper

Follow these steps:

1) Put newspaper/scrap paper down on your work surface
2) Cut your Styrofoam into the shape and size you prefer
3) Use your pencil/ pen to draw on your design, taking care not to push through the Styrofoam. You will need to write words backwards (see above)
4) Use your cardboard as a palette and put some paint onto it. Then cover your design in paint using your roller/ paintbrush
5) Place your design on a piece of plain paper and press down firmly
6) Peel back the Styrofoam carefully and admire your print!